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Introduction . 
Special classes of orthogonal polynomials satisfying linear 
diiferential equations of second order have been exhaustively studied 
in recent years because of their importance in application to physics 
and other fields. Jacobi, Legendre, Laguere andHermite polynomials 
have been treated in great detail and a whole general theory of orthog-
onal polynomials has developed. The study of Bessel functions of 
half-integral order led to the discovery of another interesting class of 
orthogonal polynomials, the Bessel polynomials. H. L. Krall and 
0. Frink [ 1] in 1949 started a study on these polynomials which 
satisfy second order differential equation and occur in the solution of 
the wave equation in spherical polar coordinates. 
It will be shown that treatment of spherical travelling waves can 
be based on the theory of these polynomials considered as a class of 
orthogonal polynomials. 
In their paper Krall and Frink discuss in great detail the simple 
Bessel polynomials in a way parallel to well-known orthogonal poly-
nomials of Legendre, Hermite, etc. They also developed a theory for 
the generalized Bessel polynomials without completing this theory as 
for the simple case. 
The idea for this paper emanated from a course in mathematical 
physics, in which I made my initial contact with orthogonal polynomials 
and their applications. Subsequent study of many reference papers and 
especially Rainville's [ 9], introduced me to the subject of Bessel 
polynomials. 
1. 
In this paper we will try to find pure or mixed (involving 
derivatives or not) recurrence relations for the Bessel polynomials 
using the special technique of Sister Mary Cellne Fasenmyer. This 
technique is developed in her thesis at the Uni.versity of Michigan in 
1945 for a class of polynomials of hypergeometric character. 
There also, an application of Bessel polynomials to electro-
magnetic waves is presented. 
1. The Functions pFQ and Jn{z). 
Because of the continuous use of the hypergeometric and 
Bessel functions we will give some definitions and properties in the 
following. 
We define by 
(1) ,F, [ o,, oz., ..... op; 
b' , b.a) ..... bct ) 
(0.)'7: Ot(OL+t)· · · · · · · · (O.+V)-1) ) (o.)o = 1 
the generalized hypergeometric function in which b. is not zero or 
J 
negative integer. 
2. 
If any numerator parameter, ai , is zero or negative integer, 
the series terminates. 
a) if p ~ 9 , the series converges for all finite z; 
b) if p = ct + 1 , the series converges for \ z \ < \ and 
diverges for li! I> 1 
c) if p>9+1 , the series diverges for z -::/::. 0 • 
P or q or both may be zero. 
For example 
is the exponential function and 
is the binomial. 
Oo "' 
L' (a . . .., ) __ ' ( o. )t~ ; 
1 ro ) - ' z;. L --
'1=o '?. 
2 
e 
The dash indicates the absence of a parameter. We define the 
Bessel function Jn(z} for n equals zero or positive integer as 
or in hypergeometric form. 
(2) J l') (2) 
When n is a negative integer, it can be proved that, 
Equations ( 2) and ( 3) define J n< z) for all finite z and n. 
The function Jn(z) is called the Bessel function of the first 
kind of order n and satisfies the differential equation 
2 
d:" t ~1.(. ( Y)2 ) 
- -+ -· .,-::- + l - -a u = 0 cA "l2 r (Jl,e i! (n, integral). 
3 
"- 2. The Wave Equation in Spherical Polar Coordinates 
Numerous problems of mathematical physics depend on the 
solution of the wave equation 
d
2$ + d2.lV d~ - ' d':ltV 
0 )(2. () ~'J. + J 712. - c'J. . a t2. 
which in spherical polar coordinates is written 
If we take as solution 
substituting in ( 4) and using the method of separation of variables, we 
arrive at the equations 
(5) , a ( . oT ) ' d2 T 112T 
- ·- SIY19- +-·-+I' -=:. 0 
siYie oe a e sm~a act 
(6) 
The constant k may be complex but often is real and of the 
form k2 = n (n + 1) , where n is an integer. The first of these 
equations is the equation of spherical harmonics and the second is 
reducible to the Bessel equation. 
4 
w2 2 Equation ( 6) for -- = h and rh = p. can be written in 
c2 
the form 
(7) 
Equation (7) may be transformed easily to the Bessel's equation 
by the substitutions 
Substitution to (7) yields: 
or 
or 
which is the Bessel equation with solution 
Functions of the form J ± (n + 1) are called spherical Bessel 
1 ~ 
functions. It can be proved that they are simply related to 
1. Sneddon, I. N. [ 11] pp. 108-109. 
5 
trigonometric functions by the formulas: 
JmC"):. (n~ )~ [ f...,cxl sinx - ~...,ex) cosx 1 ) 
where fm(x), fm(x) are polynomials in x and m is half an odd 
integer. 
Equation (7) treated in another way by making the substitutions 
R { ... )::. W(~) 
I" 
II R <t-t) 
reduces to the form 
, ( 1/ (8) \-A w +w) =V>(.,+J)w 
Again let: w = e·1~ c:a> = e-i¥~ (if.t) , 
' I , .. iJA I 
W::;le ('cl-~) 
then (8) becomes 
! = ip =-ihr 
; 
6 
where primes mean differentiation with respect to z. 
1 The final substitution x = - gives: 
z 
2 II I (10) x ~ + (2 x + 2) ~ - Yl (n+ 1) ~ :. o 
which is the equation for Bessel Polynomials. 
3. The Differential Equation for Bessel Polynomials 
The solution of a linear second-order differential equation with 
variable coefficients is often obtained by use of power series methods. 
Let us write the equations in the standard form 
(11) 
The behavior of the series solution in the neighborhood of the 
point x = 0 can be predicted from the behavior of the functions p1 (x) 
and p2(x) at this point. 
We classify the point x = 0 as follows1 
1. x = 0 is said to be an "ordinary" point of the differential 
equation if both p1(x) and p2(x) are regular at x = 0. (These can be 
represented by convergent power series.) 
2. x = 0 is said to be a "singular" point of the differential 
equation if either p1(x) or p2(x) falls to be regular at x = o. 
7 
3. x = 0 is said to be a "regular singular" point of the differential 
equation if (2) holds but the products xp1(x) and x
2p2(x) both are regu-
lar at the point x = o. 
4. x = 0 is said to be an "irregular singular" point if ( 2) holds 
but the products xp1(x) and x
2p2(x) fail to be regular at x = 0. 
Our equation when written in the form 
(12) 
is easily recognized as belonging to case ( 4) and then has the point x ::: 0 
as an "irregular singularity. " 
For the general linear nth order differential equation 
d.~ cJ.YI•t c). L<tJ) =- + P,(X)~ +·· ........ +P, (-,c)_.1 t ~(')()U:. 0 
- c1. x"' ' dx.,._, l1·t d.. x r,., 6 
let r 1 , r 2 , r 3 ••• r n be the orders of the poles which 
P1 , P2 , p3 ••• Pn respectively have at x = 0 and consider the 
numbers 
r 1 + n - 1, r 2 + n - 2 • • • • • • • • r n- 1 + 1, r n 
It can be proved that li g is the greatest of these numbers and h the 
least interger for which 
rh + n- h = g 
then the equation will have, at most, n- h distinct solutions regular 
at x ::: 0. 
In the present case 
L<';!) = i) + (+-> ;.) ~~- Y'l (Y) -t I ) U =. 0 x2. -" 
P. 2 2. ' (x) = -x i x2 ) 
li-=Yi=2. 
and r 1 +n-1=3 r 2 + n - 2 ::: 2 
8 
9 
The greatest of these numbers is g = 3. 
But g = r h + n - h = 3 
while 
• 
It is obvious that h = 1 and n - h = 1. This means the equation has one 
solution regular at the point x = 0. 
4. The Solution 
In order to find the indicia! equation we use a method indicated by 
1 E. L. !nee. 
Consider the equation 
where 
Then 
=0 
or (as an operator) 
where Qo ('K) = X 
Q 1 (X): ~)(+2 
Q:t (x)::. X '1 (\'\+I) 
and d. D = crx • 
At the point x = 0 , 
Q,(o) =2 =J=. 0 
If there exists a solution regular at the origin of the form 
p oo IC ~ = X L C" X 
· k=o 
1. Ordinary Differential Equations, PP. 417-424. 
then 
:» 
L 2.Q ~ p+k.-2. ,C~):X 0 (x)LC~r.Cp+ll.)(p+~-t)X 
i'=o 
:>o t!C..-1 + X Q, (x) L C"' ( p t \C.) X f> 
k.-=o 
'.)0 pt~ 
- 02. (X) L CK X 
k-=o L ~ p+~ 
or 1 (~) Qo(x) L ck (ptk){p+ ~-1) X 
1&-::o 
+ Q.cx) L c~<p+"-) xp .. IC. 
"-"'0 
Q ~ p+~ 
- 2.(x)LC~t-x 
equating to zero coefficient;~{ xP we have the relation 
or 
2Cof = 0 
so if 
10 
Co= 1 J 
2p = 0 is the indicia! equation which determines p. 
Since p = 0 , the solution is of the form 
~ " ~ = L c,. X • 
i':O 
Substituting this series in equation (10) we see that coefficients ck must 
be such that 
%. { [ k c "")-VI (n+~ )1 c,x~ + 2 (I<.+•) c,., l<k} = o . 
This equation must be an identity in x if our series is to be a solution. 
So 
(13) ( r<Cl(+l) -n(l1+ •)] C~c. + 2 (~+') c" .. ' - o , 
which is a recursion formula giving each coefficient in terms of the 
previous one except c0 which, as an arbitrary constantl can be taken 
equal to one. 
Relation ( 13) can be written as 
C~e.+r ::: - ~-==0,\,2, ..... 
for k = n , cn+1 = 0. This means the series terminates with the nth 
power of x (polynomial). 
Thus for k = 0, 
(- -Y'I(Yl+l) C - Y\(V')tl) 
·-- 2 ° 2 
k= 1 
C2.::- 1·2 -Yl("l-t I) c - ('t)-1)VI('Y'\+I)(Vl+2) , 
2.2 ,- g 
and so on. 
Hence the polynomial 
11 
u (x) = 1 + Y'l CVl + ')· ~ -to lVl-• >~(vt+a HYI+2.) .I~)~ ........ + (2. Yl l!.rx)n a., 2. 2 \2 .., ! \2 
or 
Y) 
~Y) (X)= L 
l<-=:0 
is the regular solution of equation (10). 
The second solution of equation (10) is not regular at the singular point 
x = 0 and is of the general form 
Q(x) p 
~ =- A e x d:>Cx) • 
Q(x) 
The singularity is due to the factor e which is known as the deter-
mining factor of the solution. If such a solution exists, it is called a 
normal solution. 
5. Generalized Bessel Polynomials 
These polynomials according to Krall and Frink satisfy the 
second order differential equation of the form: 
12 
where n is a non-negative integer, b is not zero, and a is not a neg-
ative integer or zero. Equation ( 14) for a = b = 2 gives the simple 
Bessel polynomials. 
The solution of the above equation may be found in the same 
manner used for the simple case and is of the form: 
(14a) 
Y) 
u (a, b,x) =' Y?I(Y'I+a-•)~ (2t)K 
d" L ~tcY)-Ic.)! b 
IC,:O 
where (01)'1::: 01 (0+1)(0+2.). · · · · · · · ( 0+ '0- 1) ) (0) 0 = \ • 
In hypergeometric form (14a) can be written as 
These polynomials are orthogonal on the unit circle with respect to 
the weight function 
p (x,o) = 2.~i f_ 
Y)::O 
The theory developed in [ 7 ] for this general case is not complete. 
A later study of these polynomials by several authors, including 
Al-Salam [ 1] , Brafman [ 2] , Carlitz [ 3] , Dickinson [ 4] , and 
Rainville [ 9] , gave more interesting results. 
13 
Brafman indicates that the Bessel Polynomials are a limiting 
case of the Jacobi polynomials, and a connection with Lommel 
polynomials as well as with Whittaker functions is given by Dicldnson. 
Also Rainville represents two generating functions for these polynomials. 
The simple Bessel polynomial is included as a special case in 
Sister Celine 's generalized hypergeometric polynomials. 
6. Relation with Bessel Functions of Half Integral Order 
Using Lommel's expression for the Bessel function Jv(z) by an 
integral of Poisson type 1 
v 
Ic-~>= (.!2:z) 
" r(v+i:)r(~) 
and setting v= n + i 
we get 
n= 0, 1, 2 ••• , 
.. 
Integrating by parts, 2n + 1 times the above equation takes the form: 
(15) 
where 
r YJ 
sL (t-i~) d.-1..,. can be calculated easily 
by writing: 
'1. t1 VI \'J (l-t) = (1-+.)(l+t) • 
1. Watson, G. N. [ 12] pp 53-56 
Substituting back and changing the variable z, equation (15) takes the 
final form: 
In an analogous way for 
1 
v == -n -- , 2 
14 
(17) J (..-) = _j_ [eir f- i~<+n (Y)+ I<.)/ 
-V~~t . ~2nr L K! (Yl-t<)! 
k.::o 
K · Y> I<.+'WJ K] 
./.L) + elr~ C-i l (n+ K)! .1..!.) • 
\2r L k!(YJ-\()! \'lV' 
\(.:0 
We modify (16) as follows: 
(16a)J (r): ~ I [flrf''"' ~ (Vl-t t<)! ·(.i.)t<+ eirc--i)l"t-•f- (Yltk)/ .L.i)K] 
"ri+L 2nr L K .' ( Vl-1<)! 2 r L K! (Yl-Jc.).' \ ~r 2 k:o K=o 
But we already know that the simple Bessel polynomial is given by the 
form 
Yl 
UV)(x) ::: ~ ( Yl + Jc.) ! . (.X)K 
o L "-! C\1-l<.)! 2 IC.:o 
or for 
(18) 
15 
and 
(19) 
By (18) and (19) the relation (16a) becomes 
Similarly, 
Multiplying Jn+ 1 (r) and J -n-1 (r) 
2 2 
by appropriate factors and adding, 
we have 
The above formulae connect the Bessel polynomials with the Bessel 
functions. 
7. Relation with Functions of Schelkunoff and Morse 
In his book "Electromagnetic Waves, "l Schelkunoff introduces 
functions of the form: 
) 
1. Schelkunoff [ 10], pp 51-52 
where Jn+ i (z) , Nn+ l (z) are solutions of the Bessel equation 
for non-integral values of the order v, and Kn+1 (z) , In+ 1 (z) 
2 "2' 
are solutions of the modified Bessel equation. 
""' -Jn(z) and Nn(z) are solutions of our equation (8) and are related 
with 
A A 
Kn(z) , In(z) by the formula: 
A -IYI (iz) = l."' .. Jn<Z) 
A. 
where Kn(z) is given by the analytic expression 
for 
(23) 
1 
z=- ' 
X 
Q (J.) = e--k f- (Y> + 1<. )! .f.:i:..)\(. 
n x L 1£! (YJ-1<)/ \2 
J(.:::o 
16 
which proves the simple relation of these functions with Bessel polynomials. 
Also in [ 8] 1 have been introduced functions of the form: 
~ i (K,-) = (~)2J . (Kr) q¥1 2. .. 'f' '1+2, 
Y)'tl(\C.1") ::: (;.~'" )JiN"l+i (l(r) 
hY1 (\C.T) = (& )~ [ Jn44: (1'-'f") + i N.,+\_ (1'-r) J ' 
called spherical Bessel functions of the first, second, and third kind, 
respectively. 
1. Morse and Feshbach, [ 8] , p. 1465 
The function hn(kr) has the explicit formula 
. "tl 
h e11 .-n ' ( n + rn) / ( i )m ~(l) = 1i" l L m/(Yl-m)! 2~ , 
I . II Let x : t~r. 
t"tl::o 
ikr ~1 
then e [ ' ·2. )VY\ h~(Kr)= l"- f" (l'!+vn). ( 1 
'-"'' WJ/(n-m)f · ~ 
Y\')::::0 
or (24) 
17 
where z = kr • 
where y n~x) is the simple Bessel polynomial. Note that the functions of 
Schelkunoff and of Morse contain the Bessel Polynomials. The inter-
esting point about these functions is that when z = 00 , their 
series expansion termin.'ltes and is a polynomial. For this reason, these 
functions are widely used in spherical travelling waves. 
Numerous problems in electromagnetic theory, such as radiation 
from a sphere, scattering of waves, antenna theory, etc. are treated by 
the use of these functions. 
8. Sister Celine's Technique for Pure Recurrence Relations 
The interesting problem of finding pure recurrence relations 
(by an algebraic method independent of the generating function) for 
polynomials of hypergeometric character was studied by Sister 
Mary Cellne Fasenmyer in her Michigan thesis in 1945. Later she 
illustrated her technique by obtaining pure recurrence relations for 
Bateman's Zn:~t) polynomials. 
Consider the hypergeometric polynomial of the form 
It is found that for p > q + 1, ai , bj , independent of n, and no 
a1 = bj , or 1 or 1/2 , and all bj positive integers, the polynomial 
fn (ai; bj ; x) satisfies a pure recurrence relation of the type 
D +(A tAx) 0 + (A3 + A4x) D + · · · · · · · · · · fn • 2. ln-1 l"'-2. 
+(AJ.v-I+Az.v'X)~n-v + · · · · ·+ A2p+ifr)-p-2.= o , Y>~pt3 
with exactly p + 3 terms. 
9. Recurrence Relations for the Simple Bessel Polynomials 
In our case 
~\') (X) = 2. F: (-Vl, I+ 0 j - ) - ~ ) 
for the simple Bessel polynomial and 
~n ( 0 j b j X)= 2 Fo (-n J a -I +l'l j - j - ~ ) 
for the generalized case. 
18 
19 
Hence p + 2 = 2 , and q + 2 = 0 denotes the absence of denominator 
parameter. Thus we have exactly a 3-term linear relation: 
{25) 
Let 
{26) 
where 
(27) 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
n 
\ ( Yl + ") / ( X )\( 
L I<.' c..,-~<-) ( 2 
j(.:O 
t_ ~ ( Yl, ") ' 
"-::0 
~ (n,K) = (V1 -t !()/. (.A)K 
K!(n-tc)! 2 
n 
~VJ-1 = I. 
f<,-::0 
., (;-1+1')/_(x)"'= ~ n-~ ~(n,\') 
I<. (n-t-IC )! 2 L '1+\(. 
\C.•o 
X~ - IY) ~J(.(YJ-1<.) ~ 
"'-:Z. ~, __...;.,...;." -.:.:-,(~__.,;_-:):--(--) 0 ( Yl • \C.) • 
.. Yl+ ,...-2. Vl+~- \ VJ+\'. 
lc.:O 
In equations (26) to {30) the coefficients of 8{n, k) have a least common 
denominator 
20 
Using this denominator for every coefficient the maximum degree of the 
numerators in k is three. This suggests a relation with four undeter-
mined coefficients: 
(31) 
where A1, A2, A3, A4 are functions of n but not of k or x. 
Substituting equations (2tY-{30) to {31),we have 
n ~ ~ (Yl-\<.-t)(n-\C.) O(n \<.)+A ~ .2-k.(Y)-1<.) C(n,\<..)-:::.0 
+A'?JL (n+~-IH"l+k) ' 4 L <~+IC.-2)Cn+\<.-I)(Yl+\<.) 
1'-=o tt.=o 
or, reducing all the terms to the same common denominator, we get 
the equivalent identity in k, 
( 32) ( n+ k Hn+\1..-t) (n+"--2) +A,< vt-I<.Hvt + !r:.-t)(n+ 1c.-2) + A2 2 K < YJ+ \<.-2.) 
which determines the coefficients A1, A2, A3, A4 • Instead of making 
the calculations and equating the coefficients of powers of k to zero to 
get the four equations for the determination of Al' A2, A3, A4, we 
employ some specific values of k. 
For k = n > {32) gives 
2.n (2Yl-l) + 2n A2 : o 
or 
(33) 
"' for k= n- 1 
(34) (2.n-J)(2n-3)+ A.{'l.Yl-3) + A2 (2.t7-3) t Att=O ) YJ *I 
for k= 1 - n 
(35) -A2.-t- A3(2YJ-I)tA4 (2YJ-1) =o ) Y)?: I 
1.Q.r k:: 2-n 
(36) 2A 4 (2..-YI)(2.n-2) = o 
' 
A4 ::o Y) * 2. 
Finally from equations ( 33) - ( 36) it is found that 
and the polynomials y (x) satisfy the pure recurrence relations 
n 
(37) U : (Z V7- I) X U + U • dn dYJ-1 dY)-2. 
Mi'lred relations (involving derivatives) are also found using exactly 
the same technique. 
The combination of 
(38) 
where 
I I Yn' Yn' Yn_ 1 suggeststhe relation 
(n+i'tl) (n-JC) 
2. 
21 
I 
Relation ( 31) takes the form 
for which ) A - \ 2.--Yl. 
Substituting these values in ( 38) we get 
(39) 2 I I YJ t.t =- ( \ + nx)u + u . On o,., On-1 
We list some more relations which are found by the same method: 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
l. I ~Q = ( Y'l X +I) ~YI-J + )< ~VI-I 
::l // I '2. I 
nxq + .2(Yl-1)u + n (1-n)u = 2tt_ On On ~n ~n-1 J 
The relation ( 42) can be written in the form 
9 ( 1fn + ~n-1 ) = Y1 ( ~Yl- ~Yl-• ) 1 
where e is the operator cA. X c!x 1 
22 
(43) x2u' = u + ( Yl x - ' ) u 
o"' <1"-1 -a" 
OYlO 
'2. ( 2. I I (44) (n-1) ( u - u ) - nx -r (2.n-\)(Yl-,)x ) tt - nxt.t -=: o . 
· -G\'1 c:Jn-1 On-1 OYl-2. 
10. Recurrence Relations for the Generalized Bessel Polynomials 
Let 
(45) 
Proceeding as for the simple case we find that 
(46) 
\'l 
U = ' (Yl-l<.)(a-2 +n) . b ( n, \C.) 
On-1 L YJ ( o-+.., + \(.-2) 
J(:O 
n 
( 7) X U ~ b K ( 0 - 2 + \'1) • b ( n , \<.) 4 OVI-r = L Y1(01+Yl+tf..-2)(a+Yl+\C.-3) 
tc.:o 
(48) ~n-~ = t 
\(.:o 
CY1-I<-HY1-\C.-1)(o-2+n)(o-3+\1) .~(n,k) 1 
Yl(V'l-I)(0+\1+\t.-2.)(0+\'lt\C.-3) 
(49) XU - ~ b"(n-\C.)(o-2+.,)(o-3+Yl) ·blYl,k) • 
Oll-2.- L n(\"'1-t)(at n+\c.-2)(o+\1+\<.-3)(o+\1tk-4) 
tc.:o 
There, exists a relation 
(50) 
and the coefficients A1 , A2 , A3 , A 4 are determined by 
23 
"' 
24 
the identity in k : 
1 ..,_ A, (Yl-lt:)(OI+Yl-'2) + A2. b\<(o-2+\1'1) Yl ( 0 +Yl + k-2) ~(O+Vl+~-2) ( O+Yl + K- 3) 
+A
3 
(n-")(vt-k-•)(o-lt"l)(et-3+n) + A
4 
b\l.(YJ-1<)( 01 -2.-tYl) (o-3 tn) 
Yl (Vl- I){O+Yl"' k-l)( 0"' l'lt "- 3) h (YI- 1 ){otYl+ k-l.)(Ot\1\-\C.-3) ( ClU nt"-·4) , 
or 
Yl ( Yl- 1) ( 01 + Yl + k -2) ( 01 + n t k-3) (a+ Yl + "'-- Lt) 
+ A, ( Vl- \) ( Y\- \c:) ( o + Y'!- 2. )( o t \1 t k- '3 ){ o + n + "--Lt) 
+A~ (Yl- \l. )('()- k-1)( a- "L+Yl )(a- 3 +Yl)( a +Yl + "--4) 
Equating coefficients of k or by the same method used for the simple 
case it is found that: 
A,=- (o-2)(o+2Vl-3) (o t Yl- 2. )(o +2V)-4) , 
Az.=- (0+2\"\-2)(0-t-2.\"J- ~) ., 
b(0+\"\-2) 
A~ ::.. (at2n-2.) ( t-n) (a + 2.\1 - 4 )( o " n - 2 ) 
A4-=- 0 
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Thusthe polynomial satisfies the relation 
(51) (o + n-2 )(a+ 2 n-4) u - (a+2'1-3) [a""2. + ( o +'ln-2)(CH2t1-4) ~] u ~dyt b Cl'l'l-1 
t(ot-2.n-2)(\-n)u =o . 
O'W\-2. 
Also we list some mixed relations which are found by the same method. 
(52) Yl ( a + 2 YJ- 2) ~Yl- [ b + x (a + 2 n - 2)] ~~ - b ~~-, = o 
or 
e[ (0-HVl)~. t Vl~•-•1:. V1( 0 -2.+Vl)l <!,- ~•-• 1 
where 9 is the operator X 1x 
(55) n [ b- (a+2Yl-2)x ]~'Wl- bn~tl-\ + (a +2n-2) x\~~ = o , 
(56) 
t \'\obu' - (o+2Vl-2)(a-l+Y1)X2 U 11 = o 
Ch!-1 an 
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(57) [ (o+2Vl-2) (o+2n-4)(o+2n-'3) 21' ~"'- ~"l-1- (Yl-•)(c:Hlh-4) )( + h(n-t)(o+Yl-2) X ~n-1 
(a+~~-2) ' - 0 
- XU -(a+2Yl-4)(a+Y'I-3) lln-2. 
Some useful identities can be written down as a direct subsequent 
of the above recurrence relations. 
Let 
(58) U (x.)::. (2Y'l- t)X U {x) + U (X) Ovt <In-• 4'\1-2. 
then 
+ [c~Yl-1)(-)()U (-x) +tt c-x)1 tt (><) 
<'vt-1 d Vl-l. o..,... 
or 
(59) 
considered that Yn( -x) is a solution of (58). Writing (59) for 
n = 1, 2, 3 ••• , and adding up we take 
(60) 
( '2. I Also using 60) and, x {.{ = u + (nx.-\) u 
<Jrt <lYH LfYJ 
we get: 
1
<.4_
1 (X) U {-X) + tl (x)U 1 (-X):::. f j_ U (X)+ J..oz. (nx-t)U (x)1U ~X) 
<J"' 4n On -h L x2. 1!,,_. 'X 4vt Gvt 
= ~'2 [ I + ~Vl(x.) ~t)() 1 • 
11. An Application 
In the theory of transverse magnetic waves (using a special case 
of Maxwell's equations appropriate to source-free regions in spherical 
coordinates), we arrive at the equation1 
(61) 
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This equation expresses the field in terms of a stream function '\jJ which 
has the following relation to the magnetic intensity 
r-Hct =-~ ae 
The above equation is not exactly the wave equation for spherical 
coordinates. 
By the substitution 
c.p c r, e. c;) = T (e. <p) R (r) 
using the well-known method of separation of variables, we obtain: 
1. Schelkunoff [ 10] pp. 399-404 
(62) 
't dR 
(63) ' --drl. 
The T-function is a spherical harmonic and its series expansion 
is given by: 
"" where C, D, P, Q, are functions of m and n and P" (co~e) is 
the Legendre's associated function. 
Equation (6$) by the substitution 
becomes 
and this, by writing IS 'f" = 2 , is equivalent to 
(65} • 
1 
which is the modified Bessel equation for v = n + 2 and is satisfied 
by the functions IV and kv, called modified Bessel functions of first 
and second kind, respectively. 
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If in the asymptotic expansions of Iv(z) and kv(z) for large z 
1 
we set v = n + 2 , these expansions termin-:tte and we obtain 
(66) 
(67) 
where is our Bessel polynomial. 
In order to get the Schelkunoff functions we simply set 
........ 
K"<:i!) = e2~"c~) 
A 
L,Ci) = ~ [ e1~n<-i) + tn••e~~n(~) 1 . 
The general solution of (63) can be written as 
/' A 
R<v-) = A, In (en·) + A2. Kn (e-r) 6'f" = ~ . 
A 
Since for r-~ ,~ I- :>a we must have A,= o for 
traveling waves, and then 
R . -Cf'r ( 1 ) <Y") = A.,. e ~" '(5Y-
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In a biconical antenna, when the voltage is applied between the 
vertices, symmetrical waves are produced with magnetic lines, 
concentric circles and electric lines lying in planes through the axis. 
These circular magnetic waves can l)e described by the set of 
equations (62), and (63).. The T-function takes the special form 
T = P"' (cose) , where m = 0 is used because of the 
symmetry. 
In this case the stream function of the field is 
• A. I 
-l.t''f' \ f') --4' (v-, <1) :: P"' (c.o~E>) e ~n ($ J = rn (co:>S) e x~"'(x) 
and for the magnetic intensity we have 
-t I 
=- e ~"'(x) P,(c.o~e) 
The quantity cr is known as propagation constant and is imaginary for 
perfect dielectrics. 
For the radial intensity, using Maxwell's equation 
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we get: 
I 
i.we/' Er = Yl {YJ+l) Pn (c.o~9) e-;c~"(Y.) • 
For Y):: o , E"" = o 
I 
'()::.I ) iwt.raE'f' = I. 2. R (c.ose) eX ~.ex) 
I 
Y}: :2. , i c.J er,E..- =. 2· 3 P1. (co'{;)) e ;c ~1 (.x) 
\ 
Y):3 ) i.we.: E .... = 3.4 Pa (cost>) e~ ~!I (.X) 
and so on. 
We list some of the Bessel polynomials here: 
·~ 0(x) = I 
~. (x) = \ + x 
2. ~1{X)-= l-\ 3'X + 3')(. 
1.. 3 ~3 (x)-:: \ +6x +15'X + l5~ 
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Polynomials of any order can be obtained by using the recurrence 
relation ( 37) 
The electric intensity of the field is 
or 
C ')( -~ [ I 1 I L e = -:-- .e u (')()- u (.,.) P. (c.u~~) twe. e~., ~., "~ 
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I 
where the notation P n is for the first derivative of P n • 
We list some of the derivatives of Beasel polynomialsl 
I 
'ao (X) = 0 
~; (x) = \ 
~: (x) ~ 3 -\- 6)(. 
, 6 2 ~3 (-,c) = + 3ox t 45x 
These derivatives can be obtained by the recurrence relation 
1 I 
X e,& :=. U + {Y\')(- \) U 
Un <1~-• -o\"1 
or the more convenient 
., 
TABLE OF FORMULAS 
n 
~: = I (Yl-f()(~ +YI+Ic.-1) b (Yl, \c.) 
Jt.o:o 
n 
'-I ~ x~l'l= L 
\C.:O 
\"1 
tl \ (YJ-J<)(o-2+n) b 0"n-,= L -----V) _(_...o_+ -n-+ "---..;...2_)_ ~ n, k) 
ks;O 
n 
~: .. =I (n-Jt.Hn-k-l)(o-2.+l'1) b(n ¥.) nb ' 
tc.:o 
"' 2. I ~ x~n-,= L 
i':o 
b\c.(\C.-l)(o-2.+t1) b{n,"-) 
n (a+ n + lc.-3) lo-t"' +~-2) 
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'Y\ 
11~ ~)\ = L 
h 
(yt- j( )( '1- \c.-1)( 0-t\"\- 2. )( 01-\Y)- 3) b {YI,") 
V\ (YI- I)( 0 t VI t ~-~)(a +~t ~-4) 
bl'-(Yl-\c.)(a +\1-l.}lO+Y\- ~) ~CYI,~) 
V) (~-• )(a +'11 + \C.-4 )(at~ t ~c.-~){ot tl t ~-2) 
j( ( '11- " ) ( n-"- ')( o + \"1 - 'l.) (o.,. Yl- 3) 6 { Yl, \<.) 
\"t (\1- \ )(O+YH 1(.-2)(0+\'1+ \c.-"3) 
x·~: = L ld 1<-1) 'bl Yl,l<) .. 
k.::ro 
Setting a= b = 2. we get the corresponding formulas for the 
simple Bessel polynomial. 
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ABSTRACT 
Solution of the spherical wave equation for traveling waves 
leads to the equation of Bessel polynomials. 
A relation of these polynomials to the Bessel function of 
order half an odd integer is presented by using Lommel' s ex-
pression of Bessel functions by an integral of the Poisson type. 
Also a method devised for polynomials of hypergeometric 
type is applied in obtaining recurrence relations. 
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